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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Petition challenges claims 1-24 of U.S. Patent No. 9,194,597 (the ‘597 

patent) (Ex. 1001) under one ground of unpatentability.  

However, this challenge demonstrates a fundamental misunderstanding of the 

Ehlers ‘330 reference and its teachings regarding thermal gain. Thermal gain is the 

addition of thermal heat, not the increase of an inside temperature. Thus, the Ehlers 

‘330 reference and its system teach away from the claimed invention of the ‘597 

patent. Petitioner and its expert ignore this, and instead use improper hindsight to 

create the claims of the ‘597 patent out of the prior art.  

Petitioner and its expert further fail to show that the combination of Ehlers 

‘330, the knowledge of a person of ordinary skill in the art (“POSITA”), and Wruck 

teaches calculating automated setpoints. Ehlers ‘330 shows ramping and recovery 

time, but not calculating automated setpoints. Petitioner and its expert fail to map 

what in Ehlers ‘330 they consider the “automated setpoint at a first time” as claimed 

by the ‘597 patent.  

Finally, Petitioners mapping of various claim limitations is inconsistent. 

Petitioner points to certain features of Ehlers ‘330 as being the “automated setpoint 

at a first time” for claim element [1e], but points to entirely different features of 

Ehlers ‘330 as being the “setpoint at the first time” for claim element [1h]. 
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